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Comperia with Alior Bank launched Comperia Bonus 5
Alior Bank jointly with Comperia.pl internet comparing web site prepared a
promotion of Internet Account. Within the action „Comperia Bonus” the
customers who open Internet account and meet requirements of promotion may
receive bonus in the amount PLN 55 as well as win additional awards in form of
smartphones and smartwatches.
In order to participate in promotion and receive bonus it is enough until December 9 this
year by means of a dedicated website: https://comperiabonus.pl/AliorBank register in
the promotion and submit an application for Internet account in Alior Bank and then until
end of the year to open an account with a debit card and make by it a minimum one
payment. The last condition to fulfill in order to obtain a bonus is opening until December
31 this year a promotional 2-month deposit subject to 4% interest per year and deposit
on it funds in the amount from PLN 1 thousand to PLN 10 thousand.
Additionally, the participants of promotion of „Comperia Bonus” may take place in
additional contest in which one may win 4 Samsung Galaxy S6 smartphones and 55
SONY SW2 smartwatches. These awards shall be received by individuals who in the most
interesting way shall answer to the contest question prepared by editor of Comperia.pl.
Internet account was formed for individuals who want to enjoy free keeping account
without necessity to meet any conditions. Users of Internet Account also don’t pay for
internet transfers, including for European transfers, operations implemented by means of
system of mobile payments BLIK as well as withdrawals from domestic ATMs belonging
to Euronet and Planet Cash networks as well as foreign ATMs.
Participants of promotion shall also be able, until end of February 2016, to use free of
chargé the debit card issued to Internet account. Later on from monthly fee in the
amount PLN 4,00 there shall be released individuals who in a certain month perform noncash transactions for the minimum amount PLN 100,00.
Internet account won in the newest ranking prepared by Comperia.pl comparing web
site for the best personal account to internet user: http://www.comperia.pl/ranking-kontosobistych-dla-internauty-i-nie-tylko.html. Account of Alior Bank as one of the analyzed
accounts is not only free of chargé and provides mobile access to the gathered there
funds but also allows for additional profit due to promotional offer of deposit for 4 %.
Promotion details of Alior Bank and Comperia.pl comparing website are available at:
https://comperiabonus.pl/AliorBank
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